Message Series

MAXIMIZING MY
WITNESS FOR JESUS
Acts 1:8 (HCSB) “But you will
receive power when the Holy
Spirit has come on you, and
you will be My witnesses in
Jerusalem, in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of
the earth.”

1) Implore
2) Invest
3) Invite
4) Inform
Today’s Message

Invite

INVITE
I) Why invite?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Because inviting introduces a person to
the concept on salvation
Because inviting strengthens the witness
you have already given
Because inviting exposes your friend to
other believers
Because inviting utilizes the witnessing
gifts of others

INVITE
John 4:29 (HCSB) “Come, see a man who told me
everything I ever did! Could this be the
Messiah?”
Luke 14:23 (HCSB) “Then the master told the slave,
‘Go out into the highways and lanes and make
them come in, so that my house may be filled.”
John 1:40-46
John the Baptist invited Andrew
Andrew invited Peter
Philip invited Nathanael

INVITE
II) Principles for Inviting
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Don’t be intimidated
Recognize that it takes multiple invitations
Understand that your invitation is
strengthened by your investing
Realize that we are partners
Make use of “spiritual hooks”
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INVITE

INVITE
SPIRITUAL HOOK

A non-confrontational turn of the conversation which
allows you to assess a person’s spiritual openness
 I’ll pray for you about that
 Any statement about your church
• My pastor said . . .
• A neat thing happened at church . . .
• My Bible study teacher said . . .
• A friend at church . . .
 Sometimes I struggle with _____. I’m glad I
can depend on the Lord.

INVITE
II) Principles for Inviting
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

H.

Don’t be intimidated
Recognize that it takes multiple invitations
Understand that your invitation is strengthened by your
investing
Realize that we are partners
Make use of “spiritual hooks”
Ask, “Have you found a home church?” Respond, “I’d love
to invite you to my church.”
Utilize our invitation cards

Take advantage of our special events and
message series

II) Principles for Inviting
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

G.

Don’t be intimidated
Recognize that it takes multiple invitations
Understand that your invitation is strengthened
by your investing
Realize that we are partners
Make use of “spiritual hooks”

Ask, “Have you found a home church?”
Respond, “I’d love to invite you to my
church.”
Utilize our invitation cards

Message Series

MAXIMIZING MY
WITNESS FOR JESUS
Acts 1:8 (HCSB) “But you will
receive power when the Holy
Spirit has come on you, and
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Jerusalem, in all Judea and
Samaria, and to the ends of
the earth.”
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